
It's a New Year! 

We greet you warmly and convey our best wishes to you and your family for a happy and healthy 2021.

The lyrics of a song called Peace are so fitting as we look forward with hope despite the rocky start the

year has already been as we navigate the pandemic.  

When my mind is like a battlefield

And my heart is overcome by fear

And hope feels like a ship lost at sea

Peace holds me when I am broken

Peace passes all understanding

Today's quote is short but powerful - Breathe!  This is just a chapter, it's not your whole story. At this

uncertain time we encourage you to do a quick self-diagnosis - how's your peace? What do you need

to do to get it back if it's gone or keep it if it's okay? Be kind to yourself and others and keep focused on

the meaningful life you are leading for those around you. We encourage you to keep moving forward,

one step in front of the other and do what you can today to be present and at peace no matter your

circumstance. 

THANK YOU for being such an integral cog in the wheel.   We so appreciate your consistent donations

and commitment to our primary vision.  We exist to turn children’s dreams into reality and wouldn't be

able to do it without you.  
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The Bokamoso Story Book! 

Last year we embarked on a journey to create a Bokamoso Story Book and with the help of one of our

donors and mentors Milan Bheeka this project is underway. We are incredibly grateful for his time and

energy to help us create this  keepsake for everyone who has been part of the Bokamoso Family. 

Here is a snippet from the indtroduction to wet your appetite and remind you of the impact you are

having on families in South Africa daily.  

From a purely legal perspective, Bokamoso is an Education Trust, but scratch the surface

a little and you’ll be intrigued by the far more profound meaning that can be construed

from that – the idea of “Trusting in Education”. And what a truly powerful, motivating idea

that is! It is perhaps most central – the very heartbeat – of all that is done at Bokamoso. We

believe, like the founding father of our rainbow nation, that it is only through education

that we can sustainably alter our society, placing it back on the positive trajectory it so

rightly deserves to follow. Investing in the next generation recognises the value of

harnessing the incredibly malleable minds of our children and trusting that this

commitment to giving them a more wholesome start in life will empower them to bring

positive change to their own lives, those of their parents, their communities and

ultimately, the country we are all intrinsically proud to call our own. The exponential

power of creating a generation of inspiring people that challenges and motivates the next

to become even greater and even more inspiring is an attractive proposition, isn’t it?

It's a New Year

The Bokamoso Story
Book

Bokamoso Education Trust 

 
"Bokamoso is paying it forward in the truest sense, creating the opportunity to

change a child’s life through education and opening up the future to a world of

possibility.  Our collective effort can make this happen." - DOUG LABURN
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As you will have noticed increases have been applied to your debit order

amounts and deducted from bank accounts on the 4th January 2021,

THANK YOU!

Just a friendly reminder to those of you whom EFT amounts through to

our INVESTEC account to adjust your amounts accordingly. Please use

your name and surname as a reference. 

INVESTEC PRIVATE BANK

Account Name:                  Bokamoso Education Trust

Account Number:            10011278752

Branch Code:                       580105

Reference:                             Name and Surname

If you have any queries or concerns, please feel free to contact us. 

 

  

 

2020 School Reports 

We will be sending out Term 4 School Reports to all our donors before the

end of January.  It was an incredibly challenging year for most of our

children.  Those of them who battled, we will be meeting with parents and

teachers early in the year to address any concerns regarding their

academics.   On that note, if you are able to assist with mentoring some of

our children this year in any way, please get in contact with us.  Sometimes

just keeping them accountable and motivated is all it takes to set them on

the right trajectory.   For further information please email us at

info@bokamosotrust.org.za and we will send you some further reading

material to help you decide if this might be a consideration as we tackle

what looks might be another challenging year for our kids. 

  

 

Due to the new regulations recently stated by our

President, the start dates of schools varies

considerably but we are confident that all our

partner's schools have the necessary COVID

protocols in place to keep children, their families

and their staff communities safe from the new

rampant variant.   

Donation Increase Reminder

C Y R I L  R A M A P H O S A

"The year ahead will

therefore require our

greatest effort, as well as

resilience.”

ABC's for 2021
Appreciate Something, Be a good friend, Confront a hard thing, Decide, Explore your backyard, Find Peace, Go outside more

often than you think you should, Help a neighbour, Invigorate yourself, Journey, Knead Dough, Listen,  Make Art, Nurture a

seed, Observe Nature, Play, Question the status quo, Read books, Say what you need to say, Tinker, Unfollow the crowd,

Volunteer, Wander in the wild, Xeriscape when necessary, Yodel, just to see what it's like, Zigzag often. 
  

 

School Starting Dates
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